Name of the Tool

Google News

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://news.google.com/newspapers

Subject

Newspapers - Archives

Accessibility

Free

Language

Multilingual (Available in - English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Dutch, Arabic, Hebrew, Norwegian, Czech,
Hungarian, Swedish, Greek, Russian, Hindi, Telugu, Tamil, Turkish, and
Malayalam)

Publisher

Google

Brief History

The archive went live on June 6, 2006, after Google acquired PaperofRecord.com,
originally created by Robert J. Huggins and his team at Cold North Wind, Inc. The
acquisition was not publicly announced by Cold North Wind until 2008.

While the service initially provided a simple index of other web pages, on September
8, 2008, Google News began to offer indexed content from scanned newspapers. The
depth of chronological coverage varies. Since 2008, the entire content of The New
York Times back to its founding in 1851 has been available.
In 2011, Google announced that it would no longer add content to the archive
project. On August 14, 2011, without notice, Google made the News Archives home
page unavailable. Apparently, the service merged with Google News. Carly Carlioi,
an editor at The Boston Phoenix, speculated that Google discontinued the project
because they found it harder than expected, for newspapers were more difficult to
index than books because of layout complexities. Another cause might have been
that the project attracted a lesser audience than expected.

Scope and Coverage

It covers world’s leading Newspapers. Some of the news archives date back to
1700s.

Kind of Information

Google News Archive is an extension of Google News that provides free access to
scanned archives of newspapers and links to other newspaper archives on the web,
both free and paid.
Archived newspapers are available for browsing, but the keyword searching is not
fully functional.
Visitors can find some important archived newspapers of world’s leading
newspapers from a long year back.

Special Features
 Visitors can search for news by region, keyword, or site


Search by country or region

In the search bar, enter your search terms, followed by location:countryname. For
example: elections location:France


Search by keyword
o To search for words in the headline, use all in title: keyword.
For example: allintitle:elections
o To search for words in the body text, use all in body: keyword.
For example: allinbody:schools
o To search for words in the URL, use all in url: keyword.
For example: allinurl:politics



Search a specific site or publication
o To search on a specific news site, use site: site name.
For example, site:reuters.com
o To search a specific keyword, use site: site name keyword.
For example: site:nytimes.com Olympics
o To search only specific sources, use source: publication name.
For example: source: BBC

 Visitors can use RSS feeds and a feed reader to get a list of stories from a section
on Google News. This feature only works on desktop computers.

Arrangement Pattern

Arranged alphabetically by the name of the Newspapers, click on any one of the
alphabet to search, suppose users try to search “The Telegraph”, they need to click
on “T’

Under any one of the newspapers the back issues are arranged chronologically

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

Google news archives are very useful tool to find information from world’s leading
newspapers. It is one of the sources for the researchers on past events.
 The British Newspaper Archive ( http://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/)
 ProQuest Historical Newspapers (http://www.proquest.com/productsservices/pq-hist-news.html)
 Irish Newspaper Archives (https://www.irishnewsarchive.com/)
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